In anticipation of moving to our new
Recovery Hub, Basement House,
TBRP are looking for unwanted items
that we can use for social and

therapeutic activities:We are looking for:
 musical instruments & sheet music
for our music and choir group
 fishing equipment
 bicycles
 gym equipment

 camping equipment
 kitchen/cooking/baking equipment
We can collect your donations. For
further information contact Michelle on
01422 383063
More information on the Recovery Hub
to follow in the next newsletter.

WEBWATCH
Monthly picks
We didn’t have much room left this
time to write about some of the great
websites and internet resources out

there but we will in our next issue. In
the meantime why not try these two:
Follow the developments of
TBRP on their own Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/basementproject
and follow them on Twitter too:
www.twitter.com/#thebasementproj

I’ve been to a fair few AA meetings now. One of

what I heard in the rooms. That is why I go meetings – to

the most challenging concepts I’ve had to embrace

listen, to learn, to share, to recover....……………………

is that I am no different to anyone else in recovery.

A change of mind and an open-mindedness on all matters in

I am an alcoholic. I am just an alcoholic.

life on its own terms and which is of utmost importance for

From the age of three years old, I’ve had a number of

this alcoholic to recover, one day at a time. I need to hold on

psychiatric diagnoses, ranging from childhood psychosis,

to that concept. It’s all very well me saying it, but I have to

ADHD and bipolar disorder. I was therefore brought up

believe it. I have to adopt these principles. Because I have

’different’ and have only known myself as being different. I

too much to lose.

was an intelligent child, yet I had a true inability to get along

I did my first ‘proper’ share last week and shared with my

with my peers – a very low emotional IQ. My mood was

fellow alcoholics, that this sick, 22 year old, alcoholic was

either ecstatic or depressed. There was never an in-between.

astounded, and bitterly disappointed (!), to have not been the

When someone first insinuated that I had ‘terminal

youngest person to have sat down in the rooms. I remember

uniqueness’ shining out of me, I was horrified. I was angry.

thinking to myself ‘How on earth can anyone my age, or

“How dare he suggest this?” was my immediate response.

anyone younger than me, have been through anything like I

“Does

Ha!

have? Stinking thinking! .......................................................

To be fair, no-one actually insinuated anything. He simply

Still, despite my pig-headedness, I sat in my first meeting (a

was sharing his experience, strength and hope. My mind

mere five months ago) and experienced something I cannot

interpreted this as a personal attack on my character. Me,

describe in words. I’d imagine, however, that this feeling is

me,

..............................................................................

felt around the rooms, around the world by many millions.

But if I’m truly honest with myself, as much as I don’t want to

The entire altruistic set up was bemusing: “Why on earth are

be a self-centred ****, I am able to recognise this. But at least

these people thanking each other all the time?” and, “Christ,

I have insight. In a flash, this honesty can dissipate, but over

he only opened the bloody door, what does he want? A gold

time I am becoming more and more honest with myself. I’m

star?” This, of course, begged the question, “What do they

told honesty is key, along with open-mindedness and

want from me?” I soon learned the answer!.................

willingness.

............................................

My ego was deflated even further when I made the

If I’m having a bad day, I’m far too proud to admit to any one

disclosure at my first meeting that I suffered from Bipolar

of my character defects, not least myself. A bad day consists

Disorder. Poor me. I am a victim. This alcoholic was

of self-will running riot and sheer selfishness. But, I

different, you see. He had to be different. Yet, most felt no

recognised early on that if I was being honest, and listened

need to comment.

with an honest ear, that I would identify more and more with

Continued on page 2...

he

me!

know

what

I’ve

been

through…?”

.

……

The team from The Basement
Recovery Project attended a number
of Phil Valentine gigs in early October.
Adi, one of our Community Recovery
Organisers met Phil in Sheffield.
“Phil speaks a lot of sense. I especially
felt moved about the reference to

‘Warrior Down’. We take this approach
at TBRP, and our door is always open.
I also identified with Carl Cundall’s
story (Sheffield Alcohol Support
Service), seeing a lot of similarities
between our stories. Indeed, what I
think works best at these events, is the

power of the story and narrative, and
we got that from both Phil and Carl.”
In the afternoon, Adi and the group
attended some workshops, one of
which looked at Virtual Recovery with
the legendary Michaela Jones. In
terms of building a Recovery

Community, utilising the social
networking routes to recovery is
empowering and on the whole, we
found it a tool that can inform and rally
the emerging community.
During the break, Adi was approached
by Phil Valentine who took a liking to

the Rainbow Mohican that he sports
on his head. He asked for a picture for
his album, which is such an honour.
Adi said, “People like me don’t usually
get asked for their pictures, people
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and

about

preparing for Christmas, on a cold night

services

promote

the West Yorkshire area and develop

in early December, people came together

recovery, community empowerment and
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from all over West Yorkshire for the

meaningful opportunities.
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and supporting community members in
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support
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recovering
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mainstream community services and

within communities where organisations,

opportunities. The networks will support
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groups
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community-led

and

initiatives

individuals

can

come

together to plan and deliver projects and

and

social

people

entrepreneurs,

and

people

usually avoid us. Phil showed his
generosity and kindness that day in

more ways than one.”
In fact those who did remarked along the lines of, ‘oh, don’t

Five months ago, I chose to start living. I made an honest

worry, we’re all mental in here!’ I thought I was making a

effort to stop drinking. Not like before. It wasn’t to please

huge disclosure – akin to a gay man coming out. But there

anyone nor to make a point. There was no drama. I wasn’t

was no drama. It hit me, there and then, I was just like them.

sectioned or dragged off to rehab, nor did I sign myself in to a

I’m just an alcoholic.

hospital. All of those methods hadn’t worked before for me.

I maintain contact with my doctors with regard to two

It was a case of yet another blackout that put me to my

illnesses today. Modern medicine treats my Bipolar illness,

knees. I just cried like a wee boy and surrendered there and

and Alcoholics Anonymous provides me with a daily dosage

then. I cannot fully remember what happened that night: but

for my alcoholism. I’m lucky. For today I have a primary

maybe that’s a good thing?! It was enough for me to seek

purpose in life: to stay sober (just for today) and to help other

medical help and I started a community detox.

alcoholics achieve sobriety.

For the first 9 days of treatment, I stayed sober. I can’t really

See: www.ccar.us/wales.htm and

If I don’t take my meds, I’ll get high or low. If I don’t go to

remember the really early days, but on the 10th day, I got in

www.addictionnews.files.wordpress

meetings, I’m playing Russian roulette – simple.

touch with AA.

.com/2011/12/warrior_down.pdf

“One day at a time!”

Calderdale was represented at the 4th
Hey you green fingered bunch! Let me
tell you a little bit about the allotment
we have up and running from the
Basement Project.
summer

I

was

Last spring /
working

on

an

allotment through Conn3ct, and when
I started all this I was a complete
novice, thinking greens were one of
those political party thingies. Anyway,
the allotments are based at a housing
project called Ryburn House, at the
top of Hanson Lane, in the Queens
Road area.
allotment

While I was there, an

came up for

use and

I

immediately thought that TBRP clients
could also make use of it.

It is very

therapeutic and rewarding work, and I
can’t begin to tell you of the peace and
beauty right there on my doorstep. You
can access the allotment either on your
own (to get a bit of headspace perhaps?)
or you can go along, as a team like I
have done with my friends from TBRP.
Between us, we have grown carrots,
cabbages and all kinds of vegetables,
and we have also found out more about
each other and ourselves, especially
those who know one end of a spade from
another (no names here). I just wanted to
plug it a bit more because it’s not just
about those I have mentioned, it’s for you
all out there.

You can pop up there 7

days a week, the staff at Ryburn don’t

Back in September I was asked by

Annual Liverpool Vigil, hosted by Action

Michelle of The Basement Project if I

on Addiction, for those lost to addiction

would like to go to the UKRF

and

Recovery Walk in Cardiff. I said yes

evening as a group braved the journey over

and this was a decision I will always

the Pennines to pay their respects to people

remember.

who have died, both in Calderdale and across

Eight of us set off on the long journey

the North-West. Speaking to our reporter,

south by train, destination – Cardiff. We

Francis said, “It is a poignant reminder that

came from various services, Basement

this illness kills, but at the same time, it

Project, Conn3ct, Contour and Project

reminds us of the gratitude we have for those

Colt

banner

who have found the path to Recovery”. Sadly,

“Calderdale In Recovery” and as one

the roll-call from Calderdale continues to

team of people in recovery led by Neil

grow, and it is an intense, moving almost

who brilliantly organised all the travel

frightening set of names that takes 40

united

under

and accommodation.

one

All costs were

Alcoholism.

It

was a

bittersweet

minutes to read out. The most telling is the

met by Calderdale’s commissioning

to the future, a future most thought they

names of multiple family names, depicting

team, much appreciated, thank you.

would never see, showing others and

generation after generation who are lost

Well there I was Saturday morning in

everyone

forever.

the centre of Cardiff looking around and

possible, it was right there in Cardiff.

The other stark reality of the event comes as

seeing hundreds of people, all ages,

At the end of the walk many speeches

family members who are left to mourn the

colour, creed, tall, short, portly etc.

were made and encouragement from

dead, speak of their sadness, helplessness

They all had one thing in common, that

the bishop of Cardiff and the Mayor that

and powerlessness in the extent of the

was Recovery. They were there from all

the recovery movement with all its

support they were able to offer to their

corners of the UK and from as far as

representatives can work together and

addicted relations. It is to be hoped that the

America and Australia, to march in

grow together.

roll-call does not increase too much in the

celebration and rejoice in the ever

The message to the Government was of

next 12 months, but as the grip of alcoholism

growing UK Recovery movement.

clear support. You do recovery from the

tightens it’s hold, especially amongst young

As we walked through Cardiff city

top down, we will support it from the

women, we fear we will be making the

centre singing and dancing, waving our

bottom up, let’s meet in the middle.

journey across the hills again next year.

banners to the beat of a drum band,

The 4th UK Recovery Walk 2012 will
be in Brighton sometime in September.
More info: www.ukrf.org.uk

Lifting our mood, the group then paid a visit to

‘Our’ Graham
Community Recovery Organiser

based in Liverpool. The space is an amazing

people cheered and applauded, and
motorists tooted their horns in support.
Everybody was happy, smiling, looking

around

that

recovery

is

the new abstinence recovery bar, The Brink,

modern and attractive venue providing music,

bite, the equipment is provided, and

quality food and themed evenings for the
there’s a nice picnic area to have your

general public, as well as PIRs. The recovery
lunch. I know winter is here and the dark

community of Liverpool will be supporting the
nights have set in, and its goddam cold,

venue, and with such a large community, it
but come spring the sun will be shining

should have a successful future.
and the days getting lighter, so let’s all

Michelle Foster
get up there, get some therapy and learn
www.thebrinkliverpool.com

how to work an allotment. You can even
pick n eat your own veg, how about that?
Here are a few pictures to whet your
appetite...

Colin,
Community Recovery Organiser

Down
1. Actress, One of Charlie's Angels (7)
2. Connectedness (8)
3. The UK political status today (9)
5. A brimming brain at the side of a Scottish
loch (11)
8. Opposite of despair (4)
9. Ms. Winehouse said no to (5)
11. False evidence appearing real (4)
14. King of the jungle (4)
16. Being alongside (5)
17. Anagram: utsrt (5)

Across
4. Without substance (10), 6. 14th February, also Recovery Champion (9), 7. Mode of transport for king of the Jews (6), 10. What we call the journey (8),
12. The first messenger (6), 13. Anagram; leniacla (8), 15. Independence (7), 16. Anagram: Lyracti (7), 18. You shouldn't go there, but if you did you can only go
alone (9), 19. Human contact (12)

On 5 November, Cllr Keith Hutson, a keen
supporter

of

The Basement

Recovery

Project, brought Sue Ross, the Interim
Director of Adult health and Social Care, to
show her the great work being done here.
Sue chatted to Michelle and Heath, who

explained the value of recovery, as a
permanent

and

thorough

solution

to

addiction. Sue was also very interested in
learning about the distinction between

A series of articles – No. 1
Freedom House is a comfortable home
on the outskirts of Halifax town centre
offering a range of treatment options. It
operates along the lines of a therapeutic
community, offering a person-centred
approach and individual treatment plans
within an evidence-based structured
programme.

Project is a vital part of Calderdale’s

commitment to tackling addiction problems.
Sue will pass details of her visit to the new
Director when she takes office in January,
and Keith has said that he will also invite
the new Director to TBRP. At the recent Full
Council meeting, Keith also extended an
invitation to visit to Cllr Bob Metcalfe who is

the Cabinet Portfolio Holder for Adult Health
and Social Care, and Cllr Metcalfe said he
would be very happy to visit us in the New
Year. We look forward to his visit.
Cllr Hutson became aware of the work of
The Basement Project when he read issue
1 of RecoveryTimes and spotted the phrase

‘Better Than Well’. He says ‘I must admit
Better Than Well grabbed my attention as it
affirms my own view that recovery from
addiction, particularly when that recovery is
achieved through the framework of a 12step type programme, is far better than the
mere management of addiction. If an addict

follows a thorough programme of recovery
like the Basement’s then self-knowledge,
self-esteem, and a desire to be a positive
actor in society is pretty much inevitable.
One gains a knowledge of oneself, and a
zest for life, that perhaps was not present
even before addiction set in, thereby

making the addict in recovery actually feel
‘better than well’. I totally support the great
work The Basement Project is doing, not

How did you end up in Freedom
House?
I had reached the stage where I was
incapable of actually doing recovery on my
own. I wasn’t structured or safe enough,
nor had I the discipline to do it at home, so
a place was offered to me in the house,
which to me seemed the best chance at
achieving recovery. Even though I didn’t
really know what recovery was at the time
or what I had to do to get it, I knew the
guys at TBRP had it, and I wanted some
of it. I couldn’t go on with the way my life
was at that time.
I was already on the Basement Project
Recovery Programme (pre-detox) and
already understood that I could not do this
on my own. I knew about residential
programmes but didn’t really know what
they entailed. I guess I had the common
perception that they were just drying out
houses. The week prior I had actually
stayed in Cantebury with a view to staying
in treatment and accessing residential
accommodation but they couldn’t offer me
what Freedom House could. Freedom
House looked like it would give me
freedom and flexibility of things like going
to see my daughter and having civilised
conversations with my wife, while at the
same time being able to tap into other
activities and services and also attend the
Recovery Programme. So in essence
Freedom House became my own personal
recovery hub, and a safe and comfortable,
relaxed environment to come back to at
the end of the day. I knew I was going to
be surrounded by people who had been
through a similar journey as I was about to
take. I was going to be with people who
understood me better than I understood
myself at that time. They had the
understanding
and
patience
and
knowledge having gone through it
themselves. They were non-judgemental
as opposed to my current surroundings.
What was your first evening in the
house like?

only because it gets people well, but also
because it saves Calderdale money by
enabling

genuine

recovery

with

huge

consequent economic benefits to society’.

imagination at the Imaginarium, a
charity ball held at a secret location

In this issue we speak with Fran about his
own personal experience within Freedom
House.

treatment, management, and recovery and
agreed that the work of The Basement

Let me take you on a journey of

Surreal for me really. But looking back it
was just normal people doing normal
things. We got in, made tea, washed up,
had a cuppa, watched TV and had a chat.

once a year.
500 of Calderdale’s business men
Later that evening somehow we got
talking about the merits of own brand
tea bags versus Tetley tea bags. The
discussion got quite heated, or should I
say passionate at some points. It was a
good experience for me witnessing how
a small subject could spark such
passionate
exchanges
without
animosity. I soon realised that being
sober, I was allowed to express an
opinion and discuss it openly, nothing
had to be kept back, there was no need
for isolation, no door slamming, no
stewing, no me, me, me. All of a
sudden we were dealing with emotions,
I’d never done that before – I’d always
drunk. It was a good night. Oh yeah,
Tetley’s won the debate hands down!
What did you get that you didn’t
expect?
You soon come to realise that you are
just the same as everyone else; we are
all in it together. We look at the
similarities and not the differences,
whilst
still
retaining
your
own
individuality in its own right – and that’s
freedom. I am treated as an individual
in recovery, simple. We have kind of
built a camaraderie within the house.
It’s not exclusive or anything it’s just
that we have all strode a similar path.
Two of the guys have moved out and
are continuing their recovery journeys,
while two more have moved in. We
have all become good friends along the
way, from the unlikeliest of beginnings,
and still talk and support each.

and women all gathered in one
location in aid of Community
Foundation For Calderdale, a major
charity in Calderdale.
As I entered wearing a tuxedo with
bow tie I was amazed to see a room
filled with wonders from fairy tales and
children’s stories, there was a money
tree with buckets of envelopes, instead
of a simple boring tombola, an Aston
Martin Vantage parked on show, there
was a safe to be cracked with a Alfa
Romeo car for the winner, Alice in
wonderland crazy golf for our
amusement and a comedy club to
boot.
As we made our way to our table
we found it full of wondrous foods,
little jars with labels “drink me” and
“eat me”. After a stupendous three
course meal, we were able to enjoy
the evening activities.
Come midnight I was in the queue
to crack the safe, 1st time I have tried
to crack a safe without me tool bag.
And yes. I Failed! No car for me.
Playing crazy golf at half twelve

Where next for you?
At the moment, onwards and upwards
with recovery. I now have options and
choices for the future and for the first
time, people around me to help me take
the right decisions. I now have the right
head to take advice on board and to
listen openly and to receive constructive
criticism without taking offence and to
be able to act on it in a positive way and
make things better. I have the final
decision of course; these are decisions
around my life. I’ll give you an update
in the next issue …..

with some of the wealthiest business

Thanks Fran, we look forward to it.

See www.cffc.co.uk for more info.

people in Halifax sure was crazy, an
experience I was privileged to be part
of.

I know I said a journey of
imagination but this is all fact. It’s an
amazing thing the places where
recovery can take you.

Adi.
Community Recovery Organiser

http://tbp.community.officelive.com/Documents/Sponsoring RecoveryTimes_latest.pdf

Our CRO, Heath interviews Director of Wired In, David Clark, an Emeritus Professor of Psychology and
a staunch recovery advocate. David also founded the online community Wired In To Recovery, which
he talks about here. He has lived in Perth, Western Australia for the past three years, but regularly
visits the UK, either virtually (via Skype) or in ‘reality’ (via Emirates airline)

Heath: How did you get to be working in
the recovery field?
David: I used to be a neuroscientist focusing
on the brain chemical dopamine and its role
in addiction. After years of carrying out such
research, I became disillusioned because
neither I, nor any other neuroscientist, had
actually helped anyone overcome addiction.
We could tell a good story about addiction,
but…
I became good friends with a few people in
recovery who worked in a local treatment
agency and decided it was time to work with
humans instead of animals. I set up Wired In
(or Wired as it was called then) and the
charity Wired International Ltd, with the aim of
empowering people to tackle substance use
problems.
Early in the 2000s, I headed a two-year
evaluation of all projects supported by the
largest treatment fund in Wales. I became
disillusioned by the fact that few people in the
treatment system (including commissioners
and government) knew how to help people
overcome their problems. At the same time, I
was totally taken by the courage and bravery
of recovering people in overcoming their
problems and going on to help others. I
decided that Wired In must activate
grassroots to help bring about much needed
change in the way that society helps people
overcome substance use problems.
Heath: How did you come to set up Wired
In To Recovery?
David: I have always believed in the potential
of the internet in facilitating the flow of
information and in bringing people together to
help each other. I read a book on web
communities by Amy Jo Kim in 2001 that
greatly inspired me to want to develop an
online recovery community. However, I tried
unsuccessfully to raise the necessary funding
over the next five years.
Eventually, I decided to take early retirement
from being a Psychology Professor in
Swansea and use the money to develop the
Wired In online recovery community. We
developed content (written and film) through
much of 2008 and launched the website in
November of that year. I moved to Perth a
few weeks later and ran the site from over
there for nearly a year.
Heath: When did Michaela [Jones] join you
and how did this come about?

David: Michaela joined the community in
September 2009 and I soon realised that
someone special had arrived on the scene.
Michaela asked if she could act as an editor
three days a week and it wasn’t long before
she was doing this full-time. She has not
taken a day off in over two years!
I cannot begin to tell you how highly I think of
Michaela. She has also become much loved
around the UK and further afield. Whilst she
is at the front overseeing the community, I am
working behind the scenes on various
community activities and Wired In projects.
Heath: So what does Wired In To Recovery
do or provide?
David: In brief, Wired In To Recovery is an
online community which people can access
free of charge and at any time. It provides
information, tools and support that help
people better understand and utilise the
options they have to overcome the problems
caused by their own, or a loved one’s,
substance use. Our role models show that
recovery from addiction is possible, and
illustrate the multitude of paths to recovery.
We have over 3,000 community members
from around the world who help create an
environment of mutually beneficial support.
They have contributed over 6,000 blogs
which represent a ‘people’s journalism’, or
Voice of Recovery, which acts to help ‘people
help people’, be a strong source of advocacy,
and inform and educate.
Our online recovery community provides an
environment that gives hope and a sense of
belonging, a place where you can learn from
people who have overcome substance use
problems, an empathic setting where people
genuinely help other people. We provide the
opportunity for people to engage in
meaningful activities and ‘give back’, by
helping other community members or by
doing something positive in their real-world
community.
I should emphasise that hope, belonging,
support
from
others,
understanding,
engagement in meaningful activities, and a
sense of agency are key factors in helping a
person travel the path to recovery.
Wired in To Recovery also works closely with
real-world recovery communities in the UK,
facilitating their development, promoting what
they do, and improving communication

between initiatives. This role is extremely
important for the rapidly developing Recovery
Movement in the UK.
Heath: How will Wired In To Recovery
develop in the future?
David: Our first priority has to be funding.
We’ve operated with very little funding over
the past three years, which has limited the
online activities we have developed and
resulted in us not publicising the community.
We’ve been worried that membership might
grow too fast, overloading our limited
resources.
We will now raise additional funding to start to
realise the full potential of the community. A
wide range of community activities are
planned, including an expansion of our
Recovery Stories programme, setting up of
peer support groups, development of a
Recovery Guide, setting up of community
events, and promoting of successful realworld recovery communities.
We are confident that the community will
have a tipping point, a massive increase in
membership, and we need to be prepared for
this in terms of our organisational structure.
We’ll be looking to involve community
members in a range of activities that will allow
us to expand successfully. You’ll also see
improvements in the way which we
disseminate our information.
I should also point out that we are writing a
book on recovery that will involve the Stories
of a number of community members. In
addition, I am researching for a documentary
on recovery that we intend to make with Perth
filmmaker Michael Liu.
Over the coming years, we hope that Wired In
will create a wealth of high quality
information, and communication networks
that will influence people affected by
substance use problems, their families,
workers and commissioners, as well as the
general public. We strongly believe that there
are exciting times ahead for this field and that
recovering people will have an increasing
impact in society throughout the UK and
around the world.
Heath: Thank you for your time David, we
wish you the very best with this exciting
initiative.
Visit www.wiredintorecovery.org, join up
and join in.

The service is predominately for those

who are socially excluded or homeless.
Many are single, without dependent
children, so they come bottom of the
The Duke of York’s Community Initiative

Students,

held its annual award ceremony at the

disabilities, drug rehabilitation and the

Army Foundation College in Harrogate

homeless are just a few of the themes

on Tuesday 11th Oct 2011.

which demonstrate the scope and vitality

HRH The

older

people,

sport,

Duke of York visited Yorkshire to present

of volunteering in Yorkshire.

the

to Yorkshire

One of this year’s recipients is The

organisations that have transformed the

Basement Recovery Project in Halifax,

lives of their community.

whose CEO Michelle Foster said “We

The Duke of York initiated and continues

are very proud to be recognised by the

to take a strong interest in the Award

Duke of York’s Community Initiative for

Scheme and the charities that have won

our work.

awards.

The essence of the Award

everyone involved with our project. The

Scheme has been summarized by the

award recognises that we are part of the

Duke as follows: “Some years ago I

wider community, challenging those who

visited a housing estate in York, and saw

traditionally stigmatise the addict. For us,

what a real difference could be achieved

getting clean and sober is a right not a

by the community working together,

privilege; the ‘tools’ to recovery are quite

identifying their own needs, and deciding

simple – we work together and make a

for themselves the actions needed to find

difference. We are all truly grateful that

the answers to such needs. Today the

our collective approach has the Royal

Community Initiative which bears my

seal

name is a great success story throughout

accreditation will hopefully open doors

the whole of Yorkshire.”

for us when we are seeking funding

This year 30 organisations received

opportunities.”

awards from the Duke ranging from a

Simon Blagden MBE, the Chair of the

Kung Fu club based in Kingston upon

Initiative’s Trustees said “This year we

Hull in East Yorkshire to Snappy in York

have had more applicants than ever and

which works with children with learning

we are anxious to hear from other

difficulties and disabilities to Scuba

community groups who may like to apply

Diving for All in Ripon and Sheffield

for an award.”

Awards personally

Volunteering in South Yorkshire.

of

It means a great deal to

approval.

Having

In 2006 the Basement Project opened its

housing list. With low confidence and

doors to some of Calderdale’s most

self-esteem,

vulnerable substance users by providing a

employment, dependent on drugs and

Breakfast Club. The service was initially

alcohol, poor mental and physical health

run

some

and insufficient access to appropriate

experience of

housing, they find it almost impossible to

by

volunteers

who

understanding and or

had

low

skills,

lack

of

substance misuse. Today because of its

move on with their life.

success and numbers accessing the

In addition to The Breakfast Club we

Breakfast Club it is run by Recovery

also offer advice from housing workers,

Coaches, Volunteers and Community

routes into treatment for alcohol and

Recovery Champions.

drug dependency and a befriending

Every Tuesday and Thursday morning at

service – for some, it is the only support

10 o’clock the doors open to 80+ service

they receive. Calderdale has no hostels.

users who are welcomed into a warm

To donate to the Breakfast Club visit:

environment where they can eat a full
traditional breakfast whilst relaxing and
socialising with non-judgemental, likeminded people.

www.localgiving.com/basement-recovery-project

this

www.thedukeofyorkscommunityinitiative.org.uk

I’ve been using the services of Conn3ct for about five months or so and let me tell you,

people can use local education resources in the communities.

they do a fine job.

The therapy side is to encourage and sustain recovery through a range of therapies

There are three main components to Conn3ct, Housing, Education and my personal

and aftercare activities. There are groups for men and women, there’s a SMART

favourite Therapies. Conn3ct brings together expertise from three partners; Horton

group which also encourages facilitating. I have benefited from this and now facilitate

Housing, Workwise and The Basement Recovery Project.

groups myself. There also New Horizons which aims at re-structuring your life and

Just recently I interviewed Tara, she’s the manager of the Conn3ct service and she where you want to go with it. There are also one-to-one and peer support meetings. I
went into great detail about the services they provide.

Housing was first to be find the therapy side beneficial and it’s just additional way to build on your recovery.

discussed by Tara who talked passionately about the people they help, for instance So Conn3ct brings together services for people who have a drug or alcohol problem

people like me or you with addiction issues who have housing problems, I have first and are either in treatment or clearly trying to achieve stability or those who have
had experience of this support service, one which is responsive to the client’s needs

completed treatment and are abstinent. Tara said:

and circumstances in order to prevent homelessness.
The education side helps you to move on in life, like supporting you with C.V’s to help

“It’s about getting the roots down in the community, to sustain a better life!!”

with your job searching or going on to certain training courses to further your
education. They have work clubs for things like working with computers and emailing.

36 Gibbet Street

I’m currently taking advantage of this service and am learning I.T. skills on the internet.

Halifax

Audrey and Lynda who run the education part are also out and about in Calderdale so

HX1 5BA

01422 306 840
conn3ct@hortonhousing.co.uk

The Personalisation Fund is there to
help people like you and me to aid a
fresh start after having been through a
home or community detox.
Meeting up with other carers whose

As the months and years passed the

had found my safe place to start my

loved ones, friends or colleagues are

effects this substance was having on his

recovery. Listening and learning about

suffering from the effects of alcoholism

health soon became evident. He found

the illness of alcoholism was the only

is a very courageous step to take. You

the family situation hard to live with so

way to make sense of the chaos I had

soon find that they too have lived with

he moved out of his family home to find

lived through and how by changing my

the

solitude and privacy to enable him to

behaviour, actions and reactions and

drink more heavily in his bedsit flat.

my attitude to the illness I could find

deceit, all these behaviours played out

My alcoholic soon started to rely on me

serenity to live my life again. I learnt

daily within their lives with an alcoholic.

for emotional support as he became very

how to love myself, my alcoholic and

It’s the realisation that these behaviours

depressed, he drank more to help ease

others around me again, to trust and

are not just those of the alcoholics that

his anxiety and unhappiness and his

forgive others as well as myself. The

they have become your behaviours too

health declined rapidly. I was in total

path of recovery can be painful at times

that makes you see that you too are

denial at this point that he was an

but it is worth it and was clearly my only

suffering from the effects of the illness

alcoholic and tried to make his life

hope. I now feel the benefit and

of Alcoholism. Your life is out of control

happier, to give him a reason to stop

although my alcoholic is now sober and

and you are fighting a painful battle and

drinking. We played the games of

has his own recovery I will continue to

you are not winning.

bribery, manipulation and control for

maintain mine, I made the right choice,

Having spent many years trying to

many months and then years, his health

I can live in peace, the demons of the

control and manipulate my alcoholic into

was suffering badly. I was powerless and

illness have been released and I can

giving up drinking I was exhausted and

was clearly not winning this fight to get

be happy again.

confused and felt very isolated, I was not

him to stop drinking.

winning the fight with my alcoholics need

doctors, hospitals, counselling sessions,

to continue to drink and there was no

many treatment centres for detox and

Al-Anon Family Groups provide support

one willing to listen to my problems or to

rehabilitation had no effect at all because

to anyone whose life is, or has been,

explain to me what was happening, to

he was clearly doing what I wanted him

affected by someone else’s drinking.

explain how this illness manifests itself in

to do and it was my need to keep him

We believe alcoholism affects the

our loved ones lives. It became clear that

alive and not because he was committed

whole family, not just the drinker. We

no one really understood what the loved

to getting sober and finding recovery.

are an international organisation with

ones of alcoholics felt and went through

I was desperately ill by the effects this

over 800 support groups in the UK and

every single day so how could I start to

illness was having on me and had to

Republic of Ireland. Al-Anon is a

get better in this isolated place I found

surrender at this point, but where do I go

fellowship of relatives and friends of

myself with no support, comfort or hope.

to get better? There was nowhere to go.

alcoholics who share their experience

My alcoholic was a ‘stay at home’

I was trapped in this lonely pit of despair,

in

drinker, drinking low volume lagers on a

my home life, relationships, friendships

problems.

daily basis to help unwind from the stress

and

Al-Anon

of the day at work and the demands of

Consumed with guilt, shame, anger,

Wednesday 18:30 – 19:30 at YMCA,

his children. After a few years the lager

confusion and resentment I decided to

Marlborough Hall, Crossley Street, HX1

did not have the capacity to help him

attend an Al-anon meeting. Here I found

1UG.

relax so it was replaced by the largest

I

Many

and cheapest bottle of cider he could

experiences, strength and hope about

nationwide. Check the Al-Anon website

buy, even better if it was ‘extra fill’ bottle

living

for more details www.al-anonuk.org.uk

too. The increased volume and strength

desperate and sad stories were the

of this substance had immediate effect

same as mine, they felt like I did, they

and soon became his addiction.

understood me and wanted to listen. I

After completing detox you may need
help to help you with your recovery.

Let’s say a bus pass for example to
help you get to aftercare meetings like
A.A or N.A or perhaps a laptop if you
denial,

resentment,

fear,

anger,

are looking to do some online training,
confusion,

manipulation,

chaos

and

such as the Open University to help
with employment opportunities, then
this is where the personalisation fund

may be able to help you.
Let me tell you a little about how it has
worked for me and the benefits it has
given me. When I first came out of
detox I stayed with family a fair few
miles out of the Halifax area.
Just attending the Basement Project

was costing enough, but I was
encouraged to do more – and I wanted
to do more as part of my recovery plan.
I applied for funding for a bus pass
which was soon approved and away I
went. Meetings here there and
everywhere, well ok, Bradford and

Keighley is not exactly “everywhere”
but I hope you get my point. I was free
to attend meetings when I liked. I was
also able to plan meetings and arrange
to meet fellow addicts instead of just
turning up on a whim.
The funding has not only helped me

financially but it has aided my recovery
enormously. I have learnt so much
from attending external meetings and
with this knowledge and that learnt
through the Basement Recovery
Programme, I am now attending the
programme again to help and mentor

others as they go through it. It has also
given me the confidence to attend
other meetings such as the workshops
at the recent Cardiff Recovery Walk
event.
Colin - Community Recovery Organiser
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